**A/C CHEMICALS & ACCESSORIES**

### REFRIGERANT

- Contains approximately 10 lb. of R-1234yf
- For use in vehicles with R-1234yf compatible A/C systems
- R-1234yf has a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 1, making it a great replacement to ozone-depleting refrigerants like R-134a
- Cylinder valve has a liquid and vapor phase, embedded anti-filling valve, anti-tamper protection, and open handles for easier access to valve
- Cylinder outlet connector has CGA 166, left-handed (reverse) threads, 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) diameter, and is ACME threaded (16 threads per inch)

**Advance Auto Parts Honeywell Solstice Yf R-1234yf Disposable Cylinder**
PVF HFO-1234YF

- Contains approximately 8 oz. of R-1234yf
- For use in vehicles with R-1234yf compatible A/C systems
- R-1234yf has a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 1, making it a great replacement to ozone-depleting refrigerants like R-134a
- EPA compliant self-sealing valve
- Left-handed (reverse) ACME (16 threads per inch) threaded connector

**Advance Auto Parts Honeywell Solstice Yf R-1234yf Canister, 8 oz.**
PVF 18797

- Contains UV dye which assists in refrigerants leak detection.

**National Refrigerants Inc R-134A with Dye**
PVF A30R134AUV

- Automotive refrigerant R-134a for use in automobiles and light trucks.

**CARQUEST A/C Products R-134a Refrigerant, 12 oz.**
PVF 3012V

### REFRIGERANT WITH ADDITIVES

- Replaces lost R-134a refrigerant in automotive A/C system
- Seals common leaks in O-rings, gaskets and hoses
- ACME threaded top
- Recharging hose sold separately

**Advance Auto Parts Arctic Freeze Refrigerant R-134a With Stop Leak, 12 oz.**
QST RLS-134V

- Professional formula refrigerant with Max-Seal
- Contains approximately 10 oz. of R-134a and 2 oz. of additives
- Contains leak sealer to seal common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Anti-corrosion additives reduce moisture and acid buildup to shield against metal leaks
- Restores lost refrigerant and oil, quickly bringing back cool air and lubricating your A/C compressor

**Advance Auto Parts A/C Pro Professional Formula Refrigerant with Max-Seal 2-in-1 Chemistry, 12 oz.**
QST ACP-105V

- Replaces lost refrigerant
- Contains Stop Leak to help seal most common leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets and O-rings
- Single application of UV leak detection dye to help spot future leaks
- Built-in disposable dispenser in shelf-saver cap for easy storing

**Interdynamics R-134a with Leak Sealer and UV Dye, 10.25 oz.**
QST RLS-3

- Replaces lost 134a refrigerant and oil in automotive A/C system
- System-safe leak sealer additive seals common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Formulated with advanced QwikBoost chemistry for colder air up to 50% faster (QwikBoost is a registered trademark of Mainstream Engineering Corporation)
- Eliminates moisture buildup and acid from A/C system to extend A/C system life
- ACME threaded top

**Advance Auto Parts Arctic Freeze Synthetic Refrigerant R-134a, 12 oz.**
QST AF-3V

- Replaces lost 134a refrigerant in automotive A/C system
- Safely seals leaks in hoses, gaskets, seals, and O-rings
- Anti-corrosion additives reduce moisture and acid from A/C system to extend A/C system life
- Recharging hose sold separately

**Advance Auto Parts Arctic Freeze High Mileage Refrigerant R-134, 12 oz.**
QST HMR-134V

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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RECHARGE KITS

- Contains ICE 32 lubricant for improved cooling and extended compressor life
- Lubricates new compressors and protects against oil starvation at start-up
- Absorbs moisture to help prevent corrosion of system components
- ACME threaded top
- Recharging hose sold separately

Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro R-134a 1st Charge With ICE 32, 12.5 oz. QST 350V

- For factory installed and retrofitted R-134a automotive A/C systems
- Contains single application of UV leak detection dye
- Meets SAE J2297
- ACME threaded top

Advance Auto Parts IDQ R-134a With UV Leak Detector, 12.3 oz. QST 334V

- Replaces lost R-134a refrigerant in automotive A/C system
- Seals common leaks in O-rings, gaskets and hoses
- ACME threaded top
- Recharging hose sold separately
- C.A.R.B. Compliant

Interdynamics Arctic Freeze Refrigerant R-134a With Stop Leak, 12 oz. (CA Compliant) QST RLS-134CA

- All in one solution - no additional tools required
- Replaces lost 134a refrigerant and oil in automotive A/C system
- System-safe leak sealer additive seals common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Formulated with advanced QwikBoost chemistry for colder air up to 50% faster (QwikBoost is a registered trademark of Mainstream Engineering Corporation)
- Eliminates moisture buildup and acid from A/C system to extend A/C system life

Advance Auto Parts Arctic Freeze Synthetic Refrigerant R-134a, 14 oz. QST AF-2V

- All-in-one solution - no additional tools required
- Replaces lost R-134a refrigerant and oil in automotive A/C system
- System-safe leak sealer additive seals common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets and O-rings
- Reusable in-line gauge and temperature dial indicator

Interdynamics EZ Chill Refrigerant R-134a, 18 oz. QST MAC-134

- Helps to restore lost refrigerant and oil and seal most common leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets and O-rings
- Built-in disposable dispenser in shelf-saver cap
- Contains Cool Boost for maximum cooling power

Interdynamics EZ Chill R-134a Refrigerant Plus Oil and Leak Sealer, 14 oz. QST SD-134
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RECHARGE REFILLS

- Contains approximately 17 oz. of R-134a and 3 oz. of additives
- Comes with reusable extra-long braided charging hose and gauge with trigger dispenser for easy, convenient, and accurate recharging
- Formula with 2X cooling boosters vs. the next leading brand of A/C recharge kits: independently tested to deliver the coldest air from your vehicle’s A/C
- Contains leak sealer to seal common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Protects and extends A/C system life

Advance Auto Parts A/C Pro Ultra Synthetic A/C Recharge R-134a Kit, 20 oz. QST ACP-100V

- All in one solution - no additional tools required
- Replaces lost 134a refrigerant and oil in automotive A/C system
- System-safe leak sealer additive seals common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Formulated with advanced QwikBoost chemistry for colder air up to 50% faster (QwikBoost is a registered trademark of Mainstream Engineering Corporation)
- Eliminates moisture and acid from A/C system to extend A/C system life

Advance Auto Parts Arctic Freeze Synthetic Refrigerant R-134a, 18 oz. QST AF-1V

- Contains approximately 10 oz. of R-134a and 2 oz. of additives
- Formula with 2X cooling boosters vs. the next leading brand of A/C recharge kits: independently tested to deliver the coldest air from your vehicle’s A/C
- Contains leak sealer to seal common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Protects and extends A/C system life
- Fast and easy 10 minute job

Advance Auto Parts A/C Pro Ultra Synthetic A/C Recharge R-134a, 12 oz. QST ACP-102V

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- Replaces lost R134a refrigerant and oil in automotive A/C system
- System-safe leak sealer additive seals common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Formulated with advanced QwikBoost chemistry for colder air up to 50% faster (QwikBoost is a registered trademark of Mainstream Engineering Corporation)
- Eliminates moisture buildup and acid from A/C system to extend A/C system life
- ACME threaded top

**Advance Auto Parts Arctic Freeze Synthetic Refrigerant R-134a, 19 oz. QST AF-6V**

- Restores lost refrigerant and oil
- Contains leak sealer to help seal most common leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets and O-rings
- Refill uses EZ Chill recharge hose

**Interdynamics EZ Chill R-134a Refill with Oil, and Leak Sealer, 12 oz. QST SD-134RFL**
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**PAG OILS**

- Low viscosity PAG oil for R-134a auto A/C systems; ISO 46 viscosity
- ICE32 Lubricant Enhancer: advanced chemistry to help extend compressor life and improve cooling capacity
- Meets OEM specifications

**Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro R-134a PAG 46 Refrigerant Oil With ICE 32, 8 fl. oz. QST GPL-5**

- Medium viscosity PAG oil for R-134a auto A/C systems; ISO 100 viscosity
- ICE32 Lubricant Enhancer: advanced chemistry to help extend compressor life and improve cooling capacity
- Meets OEM specifications

**Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro R-134a PAG 100 Refrigerant Oil With ICE 32, 8 fl. oz. QST GPM-7**

- High viscosity PAG oil for R-134a auto A/C systems; ISO 150 viscosity
- ICE32 Lubricant Enhancer: advanced chemistry to help extend compressor life and improve cooling capacity
- Meets OEM specifications

**Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro R-134a PAG 150 Refrigerant Oil With ICE 32, 8 fl. oz. QST GPH-6**

- Meets OEM Performance Specifications
- 46 Viscosity high performance synthetic PAG for R134a systems provides excellent resistance to moisture
- Anti-Wear Agents and Friction Modifiers enhance compressor & A/C system efficiency while reducing compressor wear rates which extends compressor life
- Anti-Oxidants protect system against formation of sludge and other deposits which can shorten compressor life and reduce system efficiency

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128**

- Meets OEM Performance Specifications
- 100 Viscosity high performance synthetic PAG for R134a systems provides excellent resistance to moisture
- Anti-Wear Agents and Friction Modifiers enhance compressor & A/C system efficiency while reducing compressor wear rates which extends compressor life
- Anti-Oxidants protect system against formation of sludge and other deposits which can shorten compressor life and reduce system efficiency

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8**

- Low viscosity PAG oil charge for R-134a auto A/C systems
- ICE 32 Lubricant Enhancer: advanced chemistry to help extend compressor life and improve cooling capacity
- ISO 46 viscosity
- Meets OEM specifications

**Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro R-134a PAG 46 Oil Charge With ICE 32, 3 oz. QST PC-1V**

- Medium viscosity PAG oil charge for R-134a auto A/C systems
- ICE 32 Lubricant Enhancer: advanced chemistry to help extend compressor life and improve cooling capacity
- ISO 100 viscosity
- Meets OEM specifications

**Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro R-134a PAG 100 Oil Charge With ICE 32, 3 oz. QST PC-2V**

- Complete R-134a A/C system PAG oil charge
- ISO 100 viscosity
- O-ring conditioner moisturizes and rejuvenates old and worn O-rings to minimize leaks
- Meets OEM specifications

**Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro R-134a PAG 100 Oil Charge Total System Oil Fill, 10.5 oz. QST POC-6V**

- High viscosity PAG oil charge for R-134a auto A/C systems
- ICE32 Lubricant Enhancer: advanced chemistry to help extend compressor life and improve cooling capacity
- ISO 150 viscosity
- Meets OEM specifications

**Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro R-134a PAG 150 Oil Charge With ICE 32, 3 oz. QST PC-3V**

- Low viscosity PAG oil for R-1234yf auto A/C systems
- Meets OEM specifications
- Provides protection against compressor wear
- Intended for use in 1234yf refrigerant A/C systems.
- Contains 8 oz. of PAG Oil

**Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro R-1234yf Refrigerant Oil, 8 oz. QST 17886**
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**PAG OILS WITH DYE**

- Advanced high performance synthetic PAG provides excellent resistance to moisture
- Specially formulated for aftermarket air conditioning systems using R134a refrigerant
- Contains conditioners, inhibitors and anti-wear agents for excellent lubricity and compressor protection, helps reduce compressor wear
- Meets OEM performance specifications

**CARQUEST Chemicals Universal PAG Oil "Blue", 8 oz.**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro R-134a Oil With ICE 32, 8 fl. oz.**

- **Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro R-134a Oil With ICE 32, 8 fl. oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals Universal PAG Oil "Blue", 8 oz.**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 46 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 128 oz. CCM CQP46-128D**

- **CARQUEST Chemicals PAG Oil 100 Viscosity + U/V Dye, 8 oz. CCM CQP100-8D**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.

**Interdynamics PAG 46 Low Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 100 Medium Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- **Interdynamics PAG 150 High Viscosity Refrigerant Oil with UV Dye, 32 oz.**

- System Safe UV leak detection dye
- Meets OEM specifications
- 32 oz.
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UV DYE

- One application of oil and fuel system UV leak detection dye
- For use in engine oil, transmissions, power steering systems and gas/diesel fuel systems
- Contains 4 applications (.25 oz. each) of UV Dye
- Dye is compatible with PAG, Ester and mineral oils

Interdynamics Universal A/C UV Dye, 1 oz. QST 376CS

- Easy and accurate method of locating air conditioning leaks
- Direct charge system does not require tools or hoses
- Dye glows under UV light to help pinpoint small leaks
- Safe for use in all vehicle makes and models (except 1996 and newer GM models that use DEX-COOL coolant)
- Compatible with all types of antifreeze except GM DEX-COOL coolant

Interdynamics Certified Auto Pro Engine Cooling Systems UV Dye, 1 oz. QST 375CS

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 1 oz. - Treats 4 Vehicles CCM CQD1

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 8 oz. (Self Measure Bottle) Treats 32 Vehicles CCM CQD8

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 4 oz. (Squeeze Tip Bottle) Treats 16 Vehicles CCM CQD4

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 8 oz. (Squeeze Tip Bottle) Treats 32 Vehicles CCM CQ7400

- Contains 4 applications (.25 oz. each) of UV Dye
- Dye is compatible with PAG, Ester and mineral oils

Interdynamics Universal A/C UV Dye, 1 oz. QST 376CS

- Easy and accurate method of locating air conditioning leaks
- Direct charge system does not require tools or hoses
- Dye glows under UV light to help pinpoint small leaks
- 5 UV dye applications

Interdynamics R-134a UV Leak Detector Dye, 5 oz. QST UVD-1

- Safe for use in all vehicle makes and models (except 1996 and newer GM models that use DEX-COOL coolant)
- Compatible with all types of antifreeze except GM DEX-COOL coolant

Interdynamics Certified Auto Pro Engine Cooling Systems UV Dye, 1 oz. QST 375CS

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 8 oz. (Self Measure Bottle) Treats 32 Vehicles CCM CQD8

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 4 oz. (Squeeze Tip Bottle) Treats 16 Vehicles CCM CQD4

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 8 oz. (Squeeze Tip Bottle) Treats 32 Vehicles CCM CQ7400

- Contains 4 applications (.25 oz. each) of UV Dye
- Dye is compatible with PAG, Ester and mineral oils

Interdynamics Universal A/C UV Dye, 1 oz. QST 376CS

- Easy and accurate method of locating air conditioning leaks
- Direct charge system does not require tools or hoses
- Dye glows under UV light to help pinpoint small leaks
- 5 UV dye applications

Interdynamics R-134a UV Leak Detector Dye, 5 oz. QST UVD-1

- Safe for use in all vehicle makes and models (except 1996 and newer GM models that use DEX-COOL coolant)
- Compatible with all types of antifreeze except GM DEX-COOL coolant

Interdynamics Certified Auto Pro Engine Cooling Systems UV Dye, 1 oz. QST 375CS

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 8 oz. (Self Measure Bottle) Treats 32 Vehicles CCM CQD8

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 4 oz. (Squeeze Tip Bottle) Treats 16 Vehicles CCM CQD4

- Synthetic U/V Dye specially formulated for R134a & R12 refrigerant systems
- Detectable when exposed to U/V light
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- Does not contain solvents!
- Will not harm A/C systems or recovery equipment

CARQUEST Chemicals Super Dye Green, 8 oz. (Squeeze Tip Bottle) Treats 32 Vehicles CCM CQ7400
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LEAK DETECTION TOOLS

- Find All A/C Leaks Fast!
- Everything the Professional needs for complete A/C leak detection!
  Tracer Products EZ-Shot Leak Detection Kit With TP8610
  TRA TP-8616

- For use with manifold gage sets. 2 oz. capacity
- Great for introducing from 1/4 oz. (7.5ml) up to 2 oz. (60ml) of U/V Dye, Lubricants & Leak Stop(ST22) to a closed A/C system without adding refrigerant
- Quick connect style for R134a systems(also for use on R12 systems)
  CARQUEST Chemicals Dye/Oil Injector for R134a & R12
  CCM CQ2375

- For use with all types of UV leak detector dye
- 2 AAA alkaline batteries included
  AutoCraft UV Leak Detection Kit
  QST AC992/UVA-1CS

- UV light utilizes 4 LEDs that converge into a single beam of light
- Works with most UV dyes
- High-intensity, long-reach flashlight
- Controlled by one 3-way switch for ease of use
- Batteries included
  Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro The Dualer Leak Detection UV Light QST 439

- Auto air conditioning UV dye injector
- Injects one application (.25 oz.) of R-134a A/C system UV leak detection dye
- For use with R-134a recharge hose and refrigerant
  AC Pro Certified Auto Pro UV Dye Injector QST 433CS

- Enhance the brightness of Ultraviolet Dye
  CARQUEST Chemicals UV Light Enhancing Glasses CCM 9336-CQ

- Multi-use label warns of dye in A/C or other engine systems
  CARQUEST Chemicals Dye Service Labels
  CCM DLAB-10CQ
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FLUSH

- Removes debris and sludge from A/C components
- A/C flush solution that effectively cleans R-134a A/C systems
- Solvent-based
- Fast-drying - evaporates quickly
- Leaves no residue
  Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro Flush & Clean Solvent Based, 1 Quart QST CQS-11
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SEAL STOP LEAK

- Pinpoints and seals common R-134a A/C leaks in O-rings, gaskets and seals
- O-ring conditioner to improve durability
- Compatible with all R-134a lubricants

Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro A/C Stop Leak & Detector, 3 oz. QST LDS-1V

- Repairs metal leaks in evaporators, condensers, compressors, accumulators, and receiver dryers
- Contains leak sealer to seal common A/C leaks in rubber hoses, gaskets, and O-rings
- Helps eliminate harmful moisture
- For use in vehicles with R-134a compatible A/C systems
- Includes reusable charging hose and self-sealing valve to piercing gauge adapter

Advance Auto Parts A/C Pro Super Seal A/C Stop Leak Kit for R-134a Auto Air Conditioners, 3 oz. QST MRL-3V

- Permanent repair for condensers, evaporators, connections hoses, gaskets, and O-Rings
- Contains no solid or particulate matter that will clog an A/C system or harm recovery units
- Activated by system pressure at the leak point only
- Gets reclaimed with oil and will not clog or damage any part of the recovery unit

Red Angel A/C Sealer BDS 49496

- Does not contain polymers. Will not harm A/C system components, compressor seals or bearings, will not harm or contaminate reclamation/recovery machines
- Stops refrigerant leaks on rubber hoses, gaskets, seals and All types of O-rings including HNBR, Nitrile and Neoprene
- Contains 2 oz. of R134a refrigerant
- Compatible with PAG, ester, and mineral oils
- 4 oz. can treats 1 vehicle

Supercool Seal Leak Stop with U/V Dye, 4 oz. Aerosol Can CCM STOPA

- R-134a Super Seal seals metal leaks in: condensers, evaporators, accumulators, receiver/dryers Seals rubber leaks in: hoses, O-rings and gaskets
- Seals rubber leaks in: hoses, O-rings and gaskets
- Safe for all R-134a systems and recovery equipment
- Compatible with all lubricants
- Comes with recharge hose

Advance Auto Parts Certified Auto Pro Super Seal For R-134a A/C Systems QST 325PLV

- Stops small leaks in evaporators, condensers, rubber hoses, gaskets and O-rings
- Contains U/V dye for leak detection
- Does not contain polymers. Will not harm or clog A/C system components, reclamation or recovery machines

Supercool Total Leak Stop + U/V Dye, 2 oz. CCM ST22

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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MANIFOLD SET

- Kit features SAE approved 72" hoses (blue low-side, red high-side), and 60" yellow charging hose
- High and low-pressure couplers with shutoff valves
- Comes in molded plastic case

Interdynamics Professional Manifold Gauge & Hose Set QST 429

- 72" hoses: yellow (charging), red (high-pressure) and blue (low-pressure)
- All hoses are rated at 3,000 PSI burst pressure
- Quick connects with auto shutoff
- Includes gas release adapter

Interdynamics Professional Hose Set for Manifold Gauge Set QST BRY-134HD

- Helps stop refrigerant leaks at service valves
- Fits most air conditioners
- Contains replacement caps with O-rings and a valve core tool for tightening a leaking valve core

Interdynamics A/C Service Port Repair Kit QST LR-14

- Reusable R-134a hose
- Easy-to-use thumb lever dispenser
- 10 inch hose
- 90° metal coupler for ports in tight positions
- Compatible with both sealed and self-sealing R-134a cans.

Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro Auto Air Conditioning R-134a Reusable Recharge Hose QST CERTMB134-1

- Easy-to-read gauge
- 24" Durable rubber hose
- 90° Coupler with automatic shut-off

AutoCraft R-134a Heavy-Duty Charging Hose QST AC993/GBM-4

- Reusable R-134a can tap
- Designed for use with manifold gauges and hoses
- Heavy-duty metal construction
- Easy-to-activate screw in valve
- Designed for compliance and to work only with R-134a cans with self-sealing valve can tops

Advance Auto Parts Certified A/C Pro Auto Air Conditioning R-134a Can Tap QST CERTDV134-6

- 1 - 7/16" Low-side retrofit valve
- 1 - 3/8" High-side retrofit valve
- 1 - 7/16" High-side retrofit valve
- 1 - 2 piece GM High-side retrofit valve
- 2 - Protective caps (High and Low Side)

AutoCraft R-12 To R-134a Retrofit Parts Kit QST AC995/VA-LH11

- Connects piercing-style recharge hoses to self-sealing cans
- For use with self-sealing valve cans
- Compatible with piercing-style A/C accessory gauges
- No tools required
- Not for use with R-134a cans that require piercing

Interdynamics IDQ R-134a Piercing-style Hose to Self-sealing Valve Adapter QST DVA-1

- 1 - 7/16" Low-side retrofit valve
- 1 - Protective cap (low-side)
- 1 - EPA retrofit label

AutoCraft R-12 To R-134a Retrofit Valve Kit QST AC994/VA-1L

- Checks vent temperature to evaluate A/C performance
- Magnified dial face for easy readability
- 5" probe and protective cover
- Measures 0° - 220° F

Interdynamics Certified A/C Pro Auto Air Conditioning Test Thermometer QST TH-27
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LUBRICANTS

- Keeps air tools operating at maximum efficiency.
- Cleans and lubricates air tools
- Protects air tools from rust, corrosion, and extends air tool life
- Frees up clogged parts by removing gums and gels.
- Returns old air tools to “like-new” condition

**CARQUEST Chemicals Nu Tool Air Tool Life Extender**
**CCM  CQNT4**

- Lubricates O-rings for easier installation
- Helps prevent leaks resulting from Pinched O-rings
- Easy to apply light weight oil comes in convenient 4 oz. squeeze tip bottle

**CARQUEST Chemicals O-Ring Lubricant, 4 oz.**
**CCM  E40-CQ**

A/C CHEMICALS & ACCESSORIES

VACUUM PUMP OIL

- Compatible with all vacuum pump brands
- Provides Low Volatility & high resistance to oxidation
- Synthetic Oil improves performance and extends life of vacuum

**Supercool Premium Synthetic Vacuum Pump Oil, 32 oz.**
**CCM  V32**

- Compatible with all vacuum pump brands
- Non-misting formulation
- Conditioners, inhibitors & anti-wear agents for lubricity & wear protection

**Supercool Universal Vacuum Pump Oil, 32 oz.**
**CCM  37476**

- Foaming Cleanser Eliminates Stale Odors Fast
- Includes improved spray hose
- Safe for all Mobile and Stationary A/C Evaporators
- Fast Acting, long lasting odor control formula
- One can provides multiple treatments

**Supercool Evaporator Odor Eliminator, 17 oz. Aerosol Can**
**CCM  6984**

**A/C CHEMICALS & ACCESSORIES**

ODOR CONTROL

- Cleans and deodorizes automotive air conditioning systems to include vents, ducts, evaporator core, and drain pan
- Eliminates odors caused by mold, mildew, stale air, smoke
- Leaves a clean fresh scent

**Interdynamics IDQ A/C & Heater Duct Cleaner, 4 oz.**
**QST  760**

- Odor Elimination Technology
- Cleans & refreshes
- Destroys odors caused by mold, mildew, state air & smoke
- Convenient and easy to use
- Tranquil Skies Scent

**Armor All FRESH fx Vent & Duct Cleaner Odor Neutralizer - Tranquil Skies, 5 oz.**
**QST  18546**

- Quickly eliminates odors caused by tobacco smoke, animals, decay, mold, mildew, fungus, and more
- Refreshing Scent helps to neutralize odors.
- Great for eliminating odors in vehicles, home or office
- Use as needed

**CARQUEST Chemicals Odor Eliminator & Air Purifier, 10 oz. Aerosol Can**
**CCM  9503**

- Foaming Cleanser Eliminates Stale Odors Fast
- Includes improved spray hose
- Safe for all Mobile and Stationary A/C Evaporators
- Fast Acting, long lasting odor control formula
- One can provides multiple treatments

**Supercool Evaporator Odor Eliminator, 17 oz. Aerosol Can**
**CCM  6984**

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*